Delivering HVAC Excellence
Throughout the UK & Europe

company profile
CEG deliver quality,
efficient and cost-effective
solutions for our clients.

CEG UK Ltd are a family-owned business with an association of over
75 years’ experience in the HVAC industry. We have maintained an
enviable reputation in alliance with engineering manufactures
throughout the UK and Europe. We hold our key family principles in
high regard, which are demonstrated by our top-class customer service.
With customer service at the forefront, we aim to continually develop
our commercial connections, business relationships and expand on our
knowledge and expertise.
We operate alongside leading manufacturers with comprehensive
knowledge of the latest HVAC systems and our client base extends
from small to medium-sized enterprises to national and international
blue-chip corporations. Through our collaborative approach with our
partners, we offer unique insights into our customers’ needs which
ensures consistent effective results that reduce spend and improve
carbon footprints.
CEG deliver quality, efficient and cost-effective solutions for our clients
and guarantee to look after every detail of a project from initiation to
completion. By combining our skillset and experiences we will find the
the optimum solution for the client and their project.
Contact us today to get your HVAC project up and running with our
wide range of HVAC products, and together we will assist your needs
within a promised timescale.

Our Product Range
•
•
•
•
•

Air Handling Units
Fan Coils
Door Curtains
Grilles, Louvers & Diffusers
Trench Heating

•
•
•
•
•

Attenuators
Ductwork Solutions
Radiators
Chillers
Heat Pumps
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Capella Case Study

Capella Case Study

Some of the parts we supplied

Capella
Capella is regarded as one of Glasgow’s most striking office buildings
occupying a prime location within the heart of Glasgow’s Central Business
District.

Perforated Diffuser

Slot Diffuser

Varied Air Swirls

Perforated Plate Diffuser
(PPD) combine excellent
air diffusion
characteristics,
maintains even and
discreet air diffusion.
The perforated mesh
gives it an elegant
appearance to cover
brilliant all round
performance.

Linear slot diffusers are
both suitable for cooling
and heating. The spread
pattern can be set to be
one-sided or two-sided.
By using non-active
parts, you can create
a continuous line in the
ceiling and are popular
in both industry and
professional capacties.

Air Swirl diffusers
direct air from the air
conditioning systems
into the room. The
resulting airflow induces
high levels of room air,
thereby rapidly reducing
the airflow velocity and
the temperature
difference between
supply air and room air.

When it comes to heating and ventilation for any sized project, we at CEG
know it is all about the variety and diversity of what is available to our
customer base and their projects. To match Capella’s impressive 10,904 sq
ft office space, we worked skillfully to produce an array of bespoke
high-performance equipment to improve their indoor air quality for the
building occupants, as well as the office’s operational efficiency.

Some of the benefits of having our HVAC products in your workplace

With a quick and professional turnaround, we were able to match the rooms
ambition with air-conditioning and flexibility to make the office a
highly engaging and environmentally friendly workplace.

Improves Air
Quality

Silent Operation

Protects Business
Criticals

Further information
For more details on how CEG can assist your next project or more details on
our extensive product line, please contact us at sales@ceg.scot or call us on
0141 212 3388
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Diageo Case Study

Diageo Case Study

Some of the parts we supplied

diageo
Diageo is a global leader in beverage alcohol with an outstanding
collection of brands across spirits and beer that operates in more than 180
countries.
Diageo Bauhaus-like L-shaped building exterior is a place that certainly has
the ‘wow’ factor that only got more impressive behind its bricks and mortar.
With the company’s use of modern style it opened up the floor to our
extensive range of heating and ventilation products that will only help to
improve the office’s air quality, building operation and environmental
impact.
The rooms wide open floor plan made for a more inviting ergonomic office
environment and the high-functioning air condition units we supplied could
be viewed under the one roof, only further adding to the modern and stylish
aesthetic that matches Diageo outlook and comfort.

Linear Slot

Ceiling Diffuser

Linear slot is
particularly suited to
large open-plan offices,
where changing
occupancy layouts
demand an air
a distribution system
that includes built-in
adaptability to suit the
relocation of internal
partitioning.

Ceiling diffusers are
ideal for creating
comfort zones by being
able to introduce larger
air flows and discharge
high thermal loads in
the same way. Suitable
for situations with large
temperature differences
between the fresh air
and the air in the room.

Wall/Transfer
Diffuser
Linear Bar Grilles are
suitable for a wide
range of applications.
They can be used for
installations providing
either supply air or
extract air solutions.
Typically installed in
sidewalls or cills
providing functionality
and style.

Some of the benefits of having our HVAC products in your workplace

Energy Efficient

Controllable
Comfort

Reduces Humidity

Further information
For more details on how CEG can assist your next project or more details on
our extensive product line, please contact us at sales@ceg.scot or call us on
0141 212 3388
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Ducting Innovation

Air Handling Units

The DHI PLASTIC LIGHT is an innovative accessory to our air
distribution line. The transparency of the plastic material allows
for an integration between the air diffusion systems and the
lighting systems using LEDs in order to offer pleasant and
effective aesthetic solutions that eliminate the need for ceiling
lights.

AIR HANDLING UNITs

The DHI METAL product line represents the answer to the
aesthetic requirements for specific finishes and installation. A
wide variety of materials and finishes ensures its adaptability
to all types of application and can be produced in different
coatings: galvanised steel, pre-painted steel, painted steel,
stainless steel and aluminium.

CEG partner with leading manufacturers of Air Handling Units in the UK
and Europe. This enables CEG to work with you to identify the right solution
for your space. Each of the manufacturers we partner with are able to
bespoke your AHU’s to match your specification or design a unique solution.
All our Air Handling Units are manufactured under strict quality control
and comply with the European ErP Regulations for ventilation products and
can be supplied for both small and large-scale jobs.

Features
• Bespoke AHU Units • Heat Recovery Systems • Heating & Cooling
Systems • Humidification • Factory & Site Assembly • All Technical Data
Supplied • Bespoke Design
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The DHI TEXTILE product line helps reduced maintenance times
due to its lightweight durability. The material allows for easy
washing, are non-flammable and available in a number
of different colours to match your brand.

The VARI-D SYSTEM In traditional diffusion channels,
perforation is generally carried out by applying a
“compromise” solution to take into account the different needs
of the two situations: heating and cooling. The introduction of
the VARI-D system makes it possible to overcome this setting
allowing you to design the summer and winter operations
in a dedicated way and be applied to all the diffusers.
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Product Focus

Product Focus

TRENCH HEATING & RADIATORS We offer radiators, Low
Surface Temperature (LST) and both natural and fan assisted
trench heating. This will allow building consultants, architects,
designers and individuals alike to be as specific as they want
when specifying these products. Our range is suitable for
various commercial and private projects.

product focus
Over our growing 70 year history, our expert design engineers have
accumulated highly specific applications know-how, creating true system
solutions to perfectly solve individual customer needs within a varying range
of differing contexts. The numerous specific applications in which CEG offers
knowledgeable support cover commercial activities, public spaces and
industrial contexts.
Our products supply the optimised solution to the challenge in hand for
applications as diverse as workplaces, sports complexes, universities and
public buildings, to name just a few. Find your specific application and
discover how CEG can offer you the ideal solution to your air conditioning
needs.

DOOR CURTAINS Whether welcoming a customer or client to
your business from outside or managing the air flow between
rooms, HVAC door curtains are novel choices. Our selection of
door curtains introduces a cost-effective and alternative HVAC
solution, we offer a wide selection of industrial door curtain
options to help manage airflow requirements.

FAN COIL UNITS we supply two different types of Fan Coil
Units consisting of a heating or cooling element to the HVAC
system and suitable for commercial and industrial buildings.
Air Side Fan Coils: Horizontally mounted fan coil range with
various depths, orientation and motors.
Water Side Fan Coils: Horizontal and vertical mounted fan
coil ranges with various depths, orientation and motor.

Our Product Range

Further information

• Air Handling Units • Fan Coils • Door Curtains • Grilles, Louvers &
Diffusers • Trench Heating • Attenuators • Ductwork Solutions
• Radiators • Chillers • Heat Pumps

For more details on how CEG can assist your next project or more details on
our extensive product line, please contact us at sales@ceg.scot or call us on
0141 212 3388
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Delivering HVAC excellence throughout
the UK and Europe
CEG UK
3 Gordon Avenue
Hillington, G52 4TG
www.ceg.scot
+44 (0) 141 212 3388
sales@ceg.scot

in a proud partnership with

